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Introduction

Posted by Rhautbois1 - 26 Jul 2012 16:12
_____________________________________

Hello all,

This is a forum for double reed players to raise questions and share tips and experiences with others in
the double reed community.

By way of introduction, I am an oboist and I retired last year from The U.S. Army Band, &quot;Pershing's
Own&quot; after 33 years. Just last year I discovered Wicked Edge and after a lifetime to knife
sharpening being the bane of my existence, I now enjoy razor sharp knives consistently. This system
has made a huge difference in my reed making!

I studied with Earnie Harrison at LSU and then later with Don Hefner and Gene Montooth for graduate
studies at The Catholic University in Washington, D.C. Since then I have studied with Cindy de Almeida
and Jonathan Blumenfeld. More recently I have studied also with Shea Scruggs and Chris Philpotts.

For sharpening knives - I use 21 degrees on the left side and 23 degrees on the right side. I use the
diamond stones 100-1000, ceramic stones (1200/1600 grit) and finish with the 5µ and 3.5µ strops. For
touching up the knife I go back to the ceramic stones and then the strops. For creating an edge for
scraping bark and starting a reed - I use an older knife and sharpen only to either 600 or 800 grit and the
use the strops.

Please feel to introduce yourselves to our community and let us know what you have learned.
============================================================================

Re: Introduction

Posted by leomitch - 04 Jan 2013 15:53
_____________________________________

Welcome Anne! I play the clarinet as does Tom Blodgett who also hangs around here. He is a pro and I
am one who tinkers in a jazz like way with the clarinet. If ever you need help with shaving and shaping
your reeds, Tom is the guy to talk to. He runs the Taiwan Symphony Orchestra and he lives there where
he also is the main dealer for Naniwa Water Stones. A PM to him will get you expert help. As for
sharpening generally, all of us are willing to help in any way.
Good to have you aboard.
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Best regards
Leo
============================================================================
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